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Prof. Moduk Koo (INALCO, France)
The Boundaries Between Fiction and Documentary in Korean Cinema
(Through the Example of Hong Sangsoo)

Abstract:
Many Korean films are based on reality, dealing with social issues, historical events or true facts. Some filmmakers do not want to use existing reality. They prefer creating a reality of their own. In their films, the boundaries between reality and fiction are often blurred. The cinema of Hong Sang-soo, one of the most important filmmakers working today, shows it clearly. Hong Sang-soo uses documentary practices but he is not interested in documentary films. What interests him is what he calls “the power of reality of things”. What does it mean? How and where can we find it? I will try to answer these questions by using the example of In Another Country (2012) and explaining the way Hong Sang-soo makes his films.
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